
SMILE NOW AT THE CAMERA 
 
    When I served on the committee that interviews prospective Bivins Scholars, some of 
the candidates who were working or going to school hundreds of miles away had to do 
their interviews on Skype. I hated it. Scholarship applicants who sat across the table 
from us connected with us in a way that seldom happened in the digital format. Sitting 
across the table, non-verbally they communicated to us their nervousness or humor or 
maybe the intensity of their commitment to ministry. Online interviews weren’t just 
second-best. They were way down near the bottom of my list. 
    And now—could you ever have predicted it?—thanks to the virus, the bulk of our 
business negotiations and school teaching and hamburger ordering has to happen 
online. 
    It’s not all bad, of course. Even before the virus restrictions cut us off from one 
another, my musician/brother Curtis had made plans to have a group of top 
instrumentalists in Nashville record accompaniment for songs he’ll croon on his latest 
CD. He and his producer were in tiny Muleshoe, Texas. The guitar guy, the keyboarder, 
and the other talented players were in Tennessee. And together they blended voices 
and instruments to produce several fine cuts for the new CD. Amazing. 
    I don’t mean to be negative, but not all the latest electronic communication works that 
well. Some of our local news anchors have decided to (at least, ostensibly) obey the 
stay-at-home virus mandates of our mayor and our governor, so they are broadcasting 
the news by talking to their home computers. Most of the time they’re hard to hear, they 
look like they’ve already caught the virus, and without their usual teleprompter they look 
down at their notes instead of addressing their audience and their camera. Legal? Yes. 
An improvement? No way. 
    Ditto for the livestream and Facebook preaching I’m hearing during the virus 
quarantine. A few of us pastors were equipped by God to be movie stars. But just a few. 
As a devotional magazine editor/publisher, I learned six decades ago that some of our 
most powerful pulpiteers were lousy writers. Writing was not their gift. Now that the virus 
epidemic has closed our churches, we’re finding out that a lot of the pastors who bless 
us when we sit in their pews are hard to listen to online. (Or maybe it’s just me—an old 
codger born way to soon to get very excited about impersonal, digital worship and 
sermons.) 
    Paul and Peter never had to smile for the camera. But they did have to find a way to 
communicate with their converts across many miles and from behind bars. So they, too, 
wrote “virus columns” that we call epistles—God’s inspired words sent to his people 
during difficult, scary times. 
 
 


